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AN EYE FOR AN EAR
The Reversal of Psychic Current in the Bicameral Culture of the
Marianas
Bill Bingham
Northern Marianas College
The bicameral culture of the Marianas, a traditional balance of left-brain shamanic and right brain communal activities
was short circuited during the Spanish colonial period, when a rudimentary literacy program initiated by the Spanish was
blocked by their own refusal to allow Micronesians to read scripture. The literacy program initiated by the Americans in
1945 has been successful.

“Here too we discover a night and day as a condition of life for us. The desire for knowledge and the
desire for desultory wandering are the ebb and flow.
If one of them assumes complete control, it spells
man’s demise.” – Nietzsche
I imagine the ancient Micronesian in this way an amphibious being, a lone fisherman who
spends half his life swimming and diving, is
standing at dawn in front of a boundless horizon of sea and sky. Can all this vastness be
fathomed? Or does every thought simply dissolve in the dream of this immensity? It seems
he has two paths he can take. He can take the
path of trying to understand the sea and the
sky and the jungle around him. Or he can swim
out into it—immerse himself—and dissolve in
it. He can choose knowledge or he can choose
the wonderful emptiness, the lucid dreaming of
random, purposeless wandering. His mind is
shaped for either path, but he cannot choose
both—or at least he cannot have them both at
the same time.

He can choose the shaman’s path. Or he
can choose the communal life of the tribe.
Both belong as different options of the culture,
but they are opposite options. On one path he
chooses the path of the single one, the individual, a difficult path that will require years of
discipline and study under the guidance of a
master. The other will be easy—nothing easier—sharing the unity, the communal life of
the people of the islands.
We know these two paths existed primordially for the Micronesians because of traces of
shamanism and of communal life that existed
side by side for centuries before the Spanish
conquest,1 but also because neurologists,
studying the bicameral nature of the brain over
the last forty years, have established complementary but opposite functions of the left and
the right hemispheres of the brain. One axiom
generally accepted in this burgeoning study of
mental functions is that a dynamic interrelationship between left and right brain functions is healthy. To get stuck on one side or the
other can bring obsession, distortion and pa-
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ralysis: lack of balance. We can see the history
of Micronesian culture since the Spanish conquest as a problem in overcoming left brain paralysis.
Most of the society before the Spanish was
right brain in its holistic, affective focus, as the
culture continually re-established contact with
the elemental. They were especially taken with
the conviction that the meaning of an action,
like planting or fishing or battle, and of life in
general, was not simply a purpose it might
achieve but a heightened intensity of life. Purpose or meaning was not the point of life, that
feeling of unity and intensity that comes with
the action itself was the point. There was a
kind of low burning rapture in it.
Learning to use or manipulate the forces of
nature grows from the grueling discipline of
the shaman in preparing his students for their
independent life in later years. In the shaman
school, the students are committed to years of
hard work in grasping the process.2 This process could be compared to donning a head
dress. Donning a head dress could be said to
be a strategy to struggle with the emptiness.
Civilization has severed all ties to the elemental, and has done so by means of disguise, of
playing various roles. The role of the mask in
the skill of the shaman is to enter into the elemental more deeply as in a journey, in order to
learn to use and dominate it. One wears a tiger’s mask in order the better to ride the tiger.
The shaman has no desire to make everything
clear and bright, a “clean, well lighted place”
but rather to work with the mystery of nature:
it is the enigmatic character of things he finds
attractive.
Nonetheless he finds the use of linear steps
and lists of tools to be necessary. This longing
for enhancement and mystique grows along
with the development of knowledge and
power. He wants to tap the primal efficacy of
the forces that have shaped boy into man, that
inexplicable power somewhere in the world,
that intellectually productive and shape-shifting
force existing and being practiced and passed
along in many different parts of the Pacific. If
this power occurs two or three times in the
course of a call from the shaman, and again
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and again—that call is what enlightens the
world.
Let us call the image of nature that the
shaman envisioned Heraclitean: this is a world
that is never still; it keeps on evolving. Evolving calls up struggle and conquest. The shaman
builds his skill on the assumption that access to
truth is actually access to power.
Since conflicts and battles of opposites are
what is known as the Heraclitean “war”, questions of truth are resolved when life forces are
pitted one against another. The shaman starts
from observation and uses it as a guide. For the
shaman it is a far richer phenomenon and allows for more distinct conclusions than communal intuition. There are many eyes and thus
many sources of power. Contingency is crucial.
There is no overarching design, but only a dynamics of struggle, no final meaning, only selfenhancement. The shamanic process engages
the left brain as a balance to the communal
right brain.
On the other hand the antipodes of the
right brain collective are sex and death, the begetting and the preserving after death of one
unbroken line, as in the burial (under the
house) of the bones and skulls of the ancestors.
Here continuity is everything. A morality is established to maintain and preserve the integrity
of this continuity, both in this life and after this
life, underground. The unity of the culture is
the crucial thing. 3
When the Conquistadors come, they come
with missionaries and they represent respectively the left and right sides of Spanish culture.
The Conquistadors’ Heraclitean universe is also
based on conflict, on battle, on “war” and conquest, but unlike the shamans, whom they destroy, they have no tolerance for counter
norms. Peoples, for them, come into contract
with one another, collide, confiscate and destroy. Destruction culminating in conquest is
the origin of all things. A battle of master and
slave is being waged, and there is no possibility
of synthesis. In the course of the conquest, the
master might well have adopted something
from the slave. They might well have learned
something as the French and British did—but
in the case of the Spanish, the fanatical desire
for hegemony on the part of Madrid and the
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Grand Inquisitorial obsession of the missionaries, does not allow for synthesis, or incorporation. Only a merciless, almost mindless
cultural genocide results.
The missionaries in seminary went through
a discipline similar to the shamanic students in
process (though not in content, of course), left
brain but focused on the struggle to incorporate a written text into their lives and impose
that text on them. A knowledge of alphabet
and reading was therefore essential. But they
do not bring this left brain focus on individual
understanding of a text into their conversion of
the Micronesians. Micronesians are to hear the
word, but not to read. To hear the word means
they remain in their right brain, a passive collectivity. They cannot integrate the meaning of
the text in its left brain linear detail. They can
only accept the faith in the way they accepted
their earlier religion, through the ear, not the
eye. And the Conquistadors prefer, require this
distance from the text.
It was certainly not in the interest of Conquistadors to encourage intellectual development, left brain evolution, at anytime in its 300
years colonization period. They regarded both
hemispheres of the culture they first encountered - the left brain shamanic and the right
brain intuitive – as blindness. And indeed the
intuitions of the right hemisphere resemble facial vision - a sort of sixth sense that blind people develop to perceive objects and landscapes,
as it were, through sound shadows, rather like a
bat’s echo location. Right brain cultures are
rather like blind young warriors who are able to
run about fearlessly without worrying about
hurting themselves, the more acute their ‘facial
vision’ tends to be.
Since there is no synthesis to silence the
battle of the antitheses, Conquistadorial history
is a history of contradictions that cannot be
reconciled, but must be fought out until there
are only masters and slaves. So a movement of
the people as a whole to the process of seeing,
of reading, of left brain individuality, tragically
does not occur. There are exceptions, of
course, but only for the sake of a local seminarian or a brilliant local nun.
The Conquistadorial logic is this: the side I
take is good because I am master and my people

are also. Us and Them – that is the essential
distinction. It is a distinction the missionaries
are at pains to transcend, and in the case of
authentic converts, do transcend. But the Conquistadors see even converts in the traditional
Spanish way as Conversos: fake. They cannot be
trusted, anymore than the Jews who convert in
Spain can be trusted. It is always Us vs. Them.
For Micronesians themselves, it is only a
matter of clarifying the boundaries of the “us”,
which continually shift because there are always people who betray their blood ties.
Gradually, more and more people become
authentic converts. But it is not permitted the
people as a whole even to touch the Sacred
Book, much less to look within at the indecipherable sacred hieroglyphics.
The Missionaries, under the long
shadow of the Inquisition, were satisfied with
this “us” of the right brain for the people they
have come to serve, knowing what “interpretation” has done to Christianity in Europe in the
Wake of the Reformation. They conclude it is
just as well that natives do not gain the literacy,
the understanding of background and reading
necessary to “interpret.” Better, perhaps, to
maintain and preserve their unity, which the
missionaries would call love.
Just as the shamen retained the fluidity
to utilize right brain intuition in their primitive
analyses of nature, so the Micronesian community as a whole always maintained left-brain
orality. “However the left-brain speech centers
never completely eliminated the influence that
the older right brain has on both the creation
and comprehension of oral language. If the
spoken word was the result of delicately balanced assignments of the left and right brain
then the invention of writing completely upset
this balance…” says Shlain, … “Throughout
history the group that arms itself with a book
will generally annihilate the group that depends
on oral teachings.” 4
There were schools, of course, like the
College of San Juan de Letran in Agana,5 where
catechism, prayers, litanies, rosaries, the explanation of Christian doctrine were central,6 and
a rudimentary sort of learning in Spanish letters, reading and writing went on - Father
Procurator General found the necessary books
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for reading and papers and ink to learn to
write.7 There were some small books made
available, but the One Book that might have
motivated all to read – either in Latin or Spanish – was forbidden. So the culture hearing at
Sunday mass what could not ever be read, remained an oral, right brain culture.
And how did they interpret the priesthood
of this left brain literacy? They heard stories of
European conflict over various passages of the
text, even wars over the meaning of words,
wars that lasted three hundred years. As a student of mine told me, her auntie had told her
not to read the Bible: “It will only drive you crazy”.
Spanish Catholicism tended to be logocentric
for the elite, leaving the masses to hear the
word rather then to read it. The elite’s attitude
may well have been: “It will only drive you crazy.”
So it was not in the interest of the Spanish,
with their obsessions with political hegemony
and religious conformism, to encourage any
learning.
Left brain “hearing” of logos can be initially
enlivening, even liberating, to a people whose
culture has always been oral, but without background knowledge, reading skill, it can be limiting. The initial move toward the left gets
stuck. It goes back into a right brain solidarity
that sees the mania of their masters as vicious
“buffoonery.” They remain unified in a submission that is superficial, close to lip service.
If their old roots are afflicted by casting suspicion on the solace offered to nature, dancing,
music, and the closeness to nature, then their
greatest source of vitality and humanity is impoverished, and they fall back into a lassitude
that is endless.
With the coming of the Germans in 1880
and Americans to Guam in 1900 and to Saipan
in 1945, the change was electrifying. The
American educational system emphasized individuality, the alphabet and literacy. 8 Suddenly
the right brain was challenged, and the old
communal tenets were questioned. Six hundred
Peace Corps Volunteers brought a literacy
revolution and a pragmatic, if romantic attitude
toward the Pacific, a relativism and tolerance
that was new to Micronesians, who had only
known will-to-power and master-slave relations
for over 300 years.
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But left brain intellectuality was not the only
force in American culture. The Americans also
brought a full counterforce of the right brain
influences: rock music, drugs and television.
Watching television required an entirely different mental strategy from that used in reading.
Both reading and writing are solitary endeavors. Television abruptly reversed the process: it
not only re-connected individual families but
also began to reware the whole human community into what McLuhan called “one vast
electronic global village”. We now see a kind of
inner dynamic between left and right brain return to re-establish the bicameral culture of the
Marianas.
In addition to the alphabet and literacy, left
brain development brought increasing appreciation of linear time (“no more rubber time”
as the saying goes here) stretching back into
the past and projecting into the future. Pondering personal longevity, left brain people are
always trying to speed things up so as to escape
death. I have seen Saipan speed up by multiples
in the last 12 years alone. Micronesians introduced to left brain functions came to understand, as they slip on their first watch, that each
person will experience death personally, inevitably, and with a finality that allows no escape,
and has no alternatives. The war is won; no
one here still refuses to wear a watch.
Once the implication of this dark thought
sinks in, the oceanic boundlessness of right
brain dreaming becomes sorely missed. A disquieting anxiety begins to grow. Then the dark
and ancient right brain laughter rises to engulf
the panic: “We’re running out of time.”
So the movement from the right brain unity
and harmony, music and dance, to the stress of
the left brain dualism (before and after) is a
very difficult passage. That is what people are
facing here now. In the right brain there is the
confidence that the souls live on, and this confidence assists the Micronesians’ established
rituals to aid the souls transmigration to the
next realm. Archaeologists have excavated reverential burials dating back hundreds of years
on the islands, and funerary rites are defining
characteristics of the islanders’ culture. 9 When
everyone owns a computer, a slide rule, a fast
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truck and watch, death will be seen to be gaining in the rearview mirror.
The right brain is focused on the feminine
principle, the age of the goddess, for one reason because men grasp the woman’s role in
their own personal immorality- the birth process. The earth is both womb and tomb. As the
left brain ticks off the male’s inevitable demise,
the right brain rejoices in the females’ indispensable role in bringing forth children. These
two towering insights, the left brain sense of
death and the right brain celebration of sex and
regeneration, now intersects on the corpus callosum of the two brains. Leonard Shlain suggests:
“When human males realized that they could
achieve a kind of immortality only through their
heirs, they imposed a menarche-to- menopause tyranny over females. Much of what is vigorously debated in our culture right up to the present has its
roots in the archaic dichotomy between males/death
(left brain) and female/ life right brain” 10
Recent discoveries suggest that the male
mind tends to objectify itself often through
antagonism, in the left side of the brain, while
the female finds consensus in the more cordial
right brain. We can see now that to rob males
of their full rights to the left brain was a way
for the Spanish to keep them enslaved, castrated, as it were.
Robert Logan, the author of The Alphabet
Effect, suggested: “A medium of communication is not merely a passive conduit for the
transmission of information but rather an active force in creating new social patterns and
new perceptual realities. A person who is literate has a different world view than one who
receives information through oral communication”. 11 The Micronesian believers only heard
what others read. Someone attending Mass and
hearing the sonorous word chanted, sung and
recited is having a very different experience
from someone who reads a text revealing the
origins of the ritual. It may be that on a certain
level the right brain experience is the more
profound, but why deny the participant the full
bicameral experience, both hearing and reflecting on what he reads?
The EEG brain wave patterns of someone
reading a book are very different from those of

the same person at Mass, or watching television. Watching television and meditating generate the identical slow alpha and theta waves.
These EGG patterns decode a serene, receptive and contemplative state of mind. Reading
on the contrary generates beta waves, the kind
that appear wherever a person is focusing on a
left brain activity. 12
Corroborating evidence concerning the experienced differences between those two
modes comes from PET scanners (position
emission tomography) that demonstrate the
circuits in the left brain lighting up when a person is reading (while the right hemisphere remains relatively dark). When a person looks up
from his book and begins to watch television
the right brain turns on and the left begins to
fade. 13 Books disseminate written words. Television projects images. As television sets continue to proliferate around the Marianas, they
are re-directing the course of evolution also.
They do not block left brain literacy or reflection, but they do slow it down. Crossing the
bridge of the corpus collosom in both directions,
the mind may be looking for some ancient balance.
The fusing of photography and electromagnetism is proving to be as significant as the dissemination of writing and print here in the late
1940s. While most commentators focus on the
content of TV, and lock into the buffoonery,
they fail to see that the process of watching television itself is reconfiguring the Micronesian
mind in both positive and negative ways. If it
balances the process of left brain reading and
thinking, it may be healthy. If it retards the
further development of literacy toward introspection and generalization, that could be a
disaster. We give far too much attention to a
medium’s content. It is far more important
how the medium itself affects people’s perception of reality. We need both thinking and
meditation, reading and contemplation, introspection and random purposeless wandering.
Language is our fate. Which house of words
a child enters will determine how he or she
thinks. An important factor affecting a culture’s historical development is the ability to
grasp the concept of the individual. The reductionist, solitary and alienating aspects of read-
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ing have encouraged users to see themselves
apart from nature, their deity, their government, and each other.14
In contrast, the pattern recognition inherent
in an oral language like Chamorro has enmeshed them in a web of interpersonal relationships. The patterns in oral languages have
kept Micronesians bound to their institutionsfamily, church, village, - not separate from
them. Oral language in the right brain can
shield speakers from the angst that arises with a
separate individual, but it may also straitjacket
them in a community stifled by respect, customs
and manners.
As it turns out, the opposing if complementary functions of mind are instinctive. Just
as in a marriage in which masculine and feminine are balancing each other as on a tightrope,
so too it is as if the mind were constantly readjusting and compensating for psychological
deficiencies. If both sides of the brain are not
fed and nurtured-as in the Spanish period in
the Marianas- neurosis results. It is not surprising whatsoever that the Micronesian, denied literacy, showed signs of missing it, like
someone who has lost his arms- his phantom
hands itch and twitch ceaselessly.
Now after fifty years of literacy and forty
years of television, they may feel caged in
school, they may miss their old wildness but
they have begun to make connections. They
are, I suspect, given to a profound skepticism
regarding hunter/killer left brain knowledge.
They see the connection between the will to
truth and the will to power in the Conquistadors, the Japanese Kamakazi and the invading
American warrior culture advancing on Suicide
Cliff. They have begun to make connections.
They see that the side of the brain that led
them to the brink of extinction 300 years ago
may someday lead the world to the same fate.
But they have made the vital connections
across the corpus collosum uniting the two hemispheres. They know, in hints and guesses, the
secret of the named and the nameless, the
bound and the boundless, the Micronesian on
the beach and the sea at his feet.
I was alone upon the seashore…I felt that
I…returned from the solitude of individuation into
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the consciousness of unity with all that is… Earth,
heaven and sea resounded as in a vast worldencircling harmony …I felt myself one with them. 15
I suggest that an experience like this one,
described by the German philosopher Malevida
von Meysenburg in 1900, was within the reach
of Micronesians before the left brain literacy
revolution of the 1950s and 60s. And is it at
risk in this coming century, apt to be swept
aside in the current of technological and verbal
compulsion? But then the laughter rises and
crests, like a great wave. It is a chess game,
“simple and elegant” as a chess master might
say of each corresponding move on the board.
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